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RESHAPE
YOUR
FUTURE
WITH
BERLITZ
Among all the mentoring
programs that Berlitz offers,
Study Abroad is acing at its
best. Berlitz helps you in
making most of the merit
based/regional
scholarships
that can be availed upto 70%.
Our team of study Abroad at

CEG

CAMBRIDGE
EDUCATION GROUP

Berlitz works diligently to help
you embark on your journey of
International Higher Education.
Study Abroad with Berlitz
proves to be a life changing
experience. It contains a lot
of exposure and personal
development.

Continents we offer
Study Abroad with CEG

Europe – London
Universities.
Europe – Sweden &
Netherlands•
North America.

ELS

Language Center
Cambridge Education Group
provides
World
leading
University Pathways
Guaranteed progression and
pathways to the U.K and
Europe’s leading universities
Provision of Qualifications:
Undergraduate Foundation,
International
Year
One,
Master’s Foundation, English
Language Preparation.

ELS gives you the opportunity
to study at one of the
several locations in the USA,
Australia, Canada and more.
ELS has the largest oncampus network of study
abroad locations in the
world.
Students are immersed in the
new language and culture
24/7 and their intercultural
awareness and ability to
communicate are rapidly
increased.
ELS
team
has
helped

We have a few globally major
corporate
entities
working
with us and assisting us to
expand our roots to reach other
continents. They are bringing
great deals for the students
who are willing to reshape
their future with us.

thousands of international
students from over 120
countries
achieve
their
dream
of
obtaining
a
college or university degree
in the United States with
partnerships over 600 US
universities and colleges.
ELS matches students with
the most suitable university,
based on each student’s
specific academic history,
major, experience, regional
preference,
budget,
and
career objectives.

Study Abroad
Destinations with ELS
- USA
- CANADA
- TURKEY
- CHINA
- MALAYSIA
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Why Study Abroad
with Berlitz?
By studying abroad with Berlitz,
students have the opportunity to
study in a foreign environment
and
experience
the
allure
and culture of a new land.
Berlitz primary objectives are
educational, personal growth and
cultural development.
Berlitz helps you broaden your
horizons
by
providing
you
enormous
opportunities
to
participate in research endeavors
at foreign universities while
following graduation.

SEE THE WORLD
TRAVEL, TRAVEL & TRAVEL

It’s a big world out there and none
wants to miss out on having a
beautiful sight of nature.

EDUCATION

By enrolling in a study abroad
program, you will have the chance
to see a side of your major that
you may not have been exposed
to back home. You will find the
educational system defining your
personality with an influence of
the foreign environment.

HONE YOUR LANGUAGE
SKILLS

One of the major advantages is
having the great opportunity to
learn a foreign language. Berlitz
grants you the opportunity
to immerse yourself in a new
language.

EXPERIENCE A NEW
CULTURE

When you study abroad you are
fascinated by the distinct cultural
perspective. When you study
abroad you will find incredible
new customs, traditions and
social atmosphere.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

When you finish your study
abroad program and return home.
You’ll enjoy the perks of having
handsome opportunities at your
door step.

INTERVIEW
WITH THE
GENERAL
MANAGER
Q.How would you describe
your leadership style?
A.My style is more or less
like that of a coach. If I had
to put this one phrase, it
would be “Try this”.
Q.What is your approach
to delegating employees?
A.Empowering employees
is tremendously important
to me, so I would give
them a task and let them
handle it while focusing
on achieving the results.
Q.How do you ensure that
tasks are carried out to the
completion?
A.This is based on the
traditional “reward and
punishment”
system
while incentives represent
“rewards”
and
Rules
and regulations define
“punishments”.
Q.
What
sort
of
a
relationship do you hold
with your team?
A.My team and I have
a special bond; we are
close but maintain a
professional relationship.
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS
Danish Sarwar – Level 5 Islamabad

Thank you so much Berlitz English
for polishing my professional career.
Berlitz gave me step by step guidance
to improve my confidence in public
speaking. They have well qualified
and dedicated instructors, having
unique ways of teaching.
The environment is so friendly
and cooperative. I am not just
recommending
but
highly
recommending to join Berlitz for
personal enrichment.

Fatima Saeed – Level 7 –
Islamabad

I joined Berlitz before Ramadan.
According to my opinion, it is the
best language institute. I had the
best experience in my whole life
because I got to learn many different
things ,enhanced my confidence in
speaking and writing, got to learn
new vocabulary which I can use in my
daily life. I would suggest everyone
to join this institute to learn different
languages, to improve and enhance

their language skills and to learn
different things in their life. In my
opinion, to utilize your vacations is to
join Berlitz to learn and improve your
language skills.

have been wonderful with me.
I appreciate all Berlitz teachers.
They gave me a wonderful and
memorable time that I can never
forget.

Aleen Ali – Level 9 -

Jawad Zafar – Level 5 -

Lahore

Lahore

I remained a part of Berlitz till
level 9 and still am a part of it.
Everyone is thrilled to see such
improvement in my English and I
must say that it would have been a
challenging journey without Berlitz.
For me, learning English was more
like walking on thorny road. I was
reluctant about my learning skills just
before stepping into Berlitz, but when
I became a part of it as a student, it
was just amazing because Berlitz’s
instructors boosted me up towards
my goals. I was just a raw material
and I must say that Berlitz not only
shaped me but polished me as well.
Whatever I have acquired so far is just
because of the dedication and deep
knowledge of my instructors. The
method and the system that teachers
use are excellent. Berlitz and its staff

I’m a lawyer by profession i
wanted to improve my structures and
speaking skills. I visited NUML for
English language class, someone told
me to join Berlitz instead of NUML.
When I joined Berlitz, I wasn’t in a
position to argue my case fluently
in English in the high court. I joined
Berlitz from level 2. Maria was my
first instructor in level 2 she helped
me a lot to improve then I have been
studying from Suleman since level
3, he’s very hardworking. He helped
me a lot to improve me. Now I can
argue my case fluently in English. I
recommended two more students to
join Berlitz, they are also satisfied. I
think Berlitz is the best institution
to learn to speak language. I love to
study here.

Berlitz-Pakistan
www.berlitz.com.pk

